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Abstract—This paper proposes a platform for measuring the quality of structure and functional requirement in software requirement specification (SRS). The SRS contains information needed to ensure the quality of the software. Measurement will be proposed based on four quality properties namely preciseness, consistency, completeness and correctness. The completeness properties will be used to measure the SRS which is based on IEEE 830 as a minimal standard. Meanwhile, the consistency, correctness and preciseness properties are proposed to be used for measuring the functional requirement in the document. The measurement of the overall quality of the SRS will be calculated based on all quality properties. The rules and formula for computing the SRS quality are embedded in proposed framework, which is a basis for platform for assessing the software quality.

Index Terms—Formal Specification; Qualitative Measurement; Software Quality; Software Requirement Specification.

I. INTRODUCTION

The requirement is the first stage of software development project and known that the successfulness of software development depending on the quality of the SRS. Survey on Requirement Engineering practice and its critical problem shown that hidden or incomplete requirement is the main cause of project failure [1].

The study on problem solution for software specification assessment has contributed toward the successfulness of the development. According to D.M. Fernandez et. al. (2015) [1], 45% of respondent agreed toward implementation of the standard guideline; whereas 44% of respondent agreed on the clear role and responsibilities that needs to be carried out through the development.

SRS consists of properties needed to develop the system. The collected requirement in natural language may cause ambiguity due to the difference interpretation by developer. There are various studies had been done to overcome the ambiguity of natural language [16, 19]. Due to the focus on the natural language analysis, quality of the requirement can be assessed by formalizing the requirement.

This paper proposed the quantitative measurement of the quality of heterogeneous SRS. The study is focused on four quality properties that can be assessed as early as requirements documentation stage, which were preciseness, correctness, consistency and completeness. The study is divided into two categories namely the structure of the document and the functional requirement. The completeness properties will be assessed based on document’s structure and correctness, consistency and preciseness will be assessed based on the functional requirement.

II. RELATED WORK

Variety of domain in software development is one of the factors affect the software quality [24]. Each domain may have their own focus quality properties. Even if the focused quality properties are difference between each domain, a standard had been implemented to standardize the SRS [11, 21]. Research had been done in automotive industry show that this standard is not enough to show a complete structure for this domain [17]. Additional quality properties may have to be implemented to accommodate required domain. But according to A. Takushima et. al. (2015) [17], the implemented standard may become a minimal requirement that every SRS should follow.

Commonly software quality is grouped as a non-functional requirement for a software project. A comprehensive study had been done between software quality model namely McCall model, Boehm model, Dromey model and ISO 9126 [6]. Improvements in the model increase the understanding of the quality to be assessed. A lot of difference approaches had been done to overcome the crisis regarding the software quality [7, 8, 9]. Conversion between the requirement phase to the design phase is crucial because the functionality must be precise, consistent and correct. The capability to trace the function in the design and validate it with the requirement specification must be done to ensure the consistency. That validation shows the degree of correctness of developed design. To ensure the level of satisfaction by the client, those functional requirements must be stated in precise without any vague details [3].

A summary of techniques had been done using a qualitative approach [2, 22]. Since the requirement specification is written in natural language, it had caused a blooming in research to overcome its ambiguity [2, 5, 15, 16, 17, 22]. The concern of the research is due to the conflict interpretation of the functional requirement between different levels of stakeholder. The processes of validation and verification are time consumption and need commitment from the client. Most of the studies focus on the consistency of the term used in the requirement phase and compared it with the later phase of development. By assessing the term, traceability between the requirement phases with another phase can be easily done. In this proposed research, the formalization of quantitative measurement in SRS helps in term of measuring the document by concentrating on the structural and functional requirement in the SRS.

Several studies were done on the software requirement structure [5, 12, 13, 14, 15] whereby the standard requirement for the structure should be met [11, 17, 21]. An ontology approach had been proposed by researchers to ensure the completeness properties of the structure [12, 13, 17]. All the implemented structures are based on the standard in IEEE 830 [22] as it inherits almost similar structure with IEEE 29148.
with supported common good characteristic of SRS. Besides, IEEE 830 still used by present researcher [14, 16, 17]. Automated SRS generation also implemented the IEEE 830 structure. The completeness properties can be measured by using the minimal number of topic in IEEE 830 table of content.

In Requirement Boilerplate (RB) model, [19] additional information is required for functional requirement and the model include the non-functional requirement such as data type or even the invariant value [23]. Aside from that, the model can be used by a function to refer to another functional requirement. The idea of the RB is to minimize the ambiguity in natural language at level of defining the system functionality [2]. Any vague details or ambiguity may lead toward imprecision of the functions. By enforcing a restriction on the usage of natural language in specifying the functional requirement, it may help to minimize the ambiguity problem [2, 19]. Hence, to ensure preciseness properties of the functional requirements.

According to [21], three of the quality properties namely consistency, correctness and completeness are common quality characteristic. Here, the ambiguity in the sentences will be related to preciseness quality. The proposed idea on measuring the structure and functional requirement is based on the targeted quality properties which will be discussed in Section III.

III. PROPOSE FRAMEWORK

As discussed in Section II, Section III will be a platform to propose framework based on required properties. Rules and formula are defined based on the definition of the quality and work in [16, 17].

The new propose framework for measuring quality of software requirement is as shown in Figure 1. Each of quality properties, rules and measurement will be proposed by using formal logic. The quality properties are defined by using formal specification to enable precise quality measurement for each component and is discussed in the following subsection.

A. Heterogeneous SRS

Heterogeneous is defined as various characters or content. The SRS will record in .doc or .docx format. As stated in Section I, the measurement is divided into two categories namely structure and functional requirement. The first step is to assess the structural document and then proceed to the functional requirement.

B. Quality Measurement

The rules of quality measurement are as follows:

\[ T_n \land (L_t) = \text{Same} \lor A_t \Rightarrow (T_n = \text{Complete}) \]  

\( T_n \) represent the topic being assessed, \( L_t \) represent a list of topics gathered from IEEE 830 table of content and \( A_t \) represent the added list of the topic from the tested table of content. From the rule, it clearly states that to ensure the structure is complete, the topic that currently assessed and the list of topics from the IEEE 830 table of content must be the same or the topic is from the added list then the assessed topic is considered complete.

b. Correctness

Correctness is defined as the degree of which software, documentation or other items meet specified requirements [10] or capability to meet the satisfactory needs [15]. The degree of satisfactory of the user can be measured by adopting the Likert Scale Analysis method. This method assigned each of the points with certain quantitative measurement and commonly used to measure the level of human satisfaction toward a subject.

First part of functional requirement measurement is to measure the degree of user satisfaction with the functional requirement. Three point Likert Scale Analysis is implemented as a point of measurement for each of the functional requirement. Table 2 shows that each level of satisfactory will be assigned with a certain degree of measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction Level</th>
<th>Metric Assign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undecided</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The metric assigned for each of satisfaction level is between 0 to 1. Main reason to assign the metric as in Table 2 is to ease the measurement of functional requirement. As there are only three level of satisfaction chosen, the minimal assign metric is 0 which for disagree, 0.5 for undecided and 1 for agree. Each of the function in the functional requirement is assigned with degree of 0, 0.5 and 1.

c. Preciseness

Preciseness is defined as software specification that
provides the basis for analyzing the requirements, validating that they are the stakeholder’s intentions, defining what the designers must build and verifying that they have done are correct [18]. It also said that the requirement documentation should not contain vague details [3].

A vast collection of function in functional in a single SRS may cause data imprecise. Inconsistent way and usage of high level of abstract to specify the function result from the use of natural language. It is difficult if not impossible to identify the data type from the requirement specification. Therefore, in this study, suggest the data type will be formulated based on intrinsic nature of the term, in conjunction with the word repository (e.g., WordNet). The design stage will be much easier if the whole data type of the functional requirement is fully stated. Possible and accurate sketch design for user interface can be minimize as the possible data type stated.

Furthermore, the usage of the natural language as a medium to specify the functional requirement may cause problem. A list of the vague words is gather for this research to identify the possibility of it being used in written the functional requirement [20]. There are 138 words had been identified as vague word and may promote toward ambiguity of sentences. The identification of vague word and data type are expected to increase the preciseness of functional requirement.

A rule had been proposed to measure the preciseness of each function in functional requirement. As for the proposed measurement for each function in functional requirement, the constant of 2 had been implemented. The constant of 2 are types of detail collected in vague word. Each detail type is denoted as constant of 1 if found and constant of 0 if not found. Calculation of preciseness for each function depends on the present of the data type and vague word. In this research, a new preciseness rules is proposed as:

\[ (D_t \land \neg V_w) = (F_n \land \text{Precise}) \] (2)

Based on the rule (2), \(D_t\) represent data type, \(V_w\) represent the vague word and \(F_n\) represent the function in the functional requirement that is assessed. From the rule (2), it is stated that the assessed functional requirement is precise if and only if the data type is presented and none of the vague word detected.

d. Consistency

Consistency is defined as the degree of uniformity, standardization and freedom from contradiction among the documents or parts of a system or component [10]. In a simple definition, a specification is considered consistent if it does not conflict to each other. Since the functional requirement is written in natural language, a tool such as Stanford Parser can be used to analyst the sentences.

Third part of functional requirement measurement is by assessing consistency properties. Stanford Parser tool can be used to analyze the sentences by breaking down into a chunk of noun and verb phrase respectively. This process called text chunking which allows a better understanding on the sentences meaning. A better understanding of the sentences can be done by using the natural language processing tool.

Aside from analyzing the meaning of the sentences in functional requirement, the stakeholder of correspond function is also identified. Some of the issues had been identified such as conflict requirement caused by the redundancy. The issue of redundancy is the use of similar or synonym word such as the user may be called as client, customer or consumer. In order to solve this issue, a knowledge repository to store the possible synonym for the stakeholder is built. By combining technique of stakeholder and proper role function identification, the number of possible conflict requirement may be reduced which lead toward consistency.

In this research, a new consistency rules are proposed as:

**Actor: Stakeholder**

\[ ((H_n \land R_n) \land (H_{nl} \land R_{n+1})) = (F_n \land \text{Consistent}) \] (3)

**Actor: System**

\[ ((Q_1 \land R_n) \land (Q_1 \land R_{n+1})) = (F_n \land \text{Consistent}) \] (4)

Based on the rules (3) and (4), \(H_n\) represent the stakeholder in the function that is being assessed, \(R_n\) represent the role of the function being assess, \(H_{nl}\) represent other function with the similar stakeholder or not, \(R_{n+1}\) represent other role of the function, \(Q_1\) represent the system and \(F_n\) represent the function being assessed now.

From the logical rule, there are two rules which defined for the stakeholder and the system. For the stakeholder (3), even though the role in other function of same stakeholder is not the same during assessment, it considers consistent. It also applied the same rule for the system but it only represents itself comparable to the various type of stakeholders (4).

C. Measurement

Measurement for each quality properties is based on the proposed rules as well as the overall quality of SRS as follow:

a. Completeness

The proposed measurement of SRS structure (5), where \(S\) represent degree of completeness of structure, \(M_t\) represent the total number of matched topic, \(A_t\) represent added topic by tested SRS table of content and \(C_t\) represent constant of 23. The constant of 23 represents 23 numbers of topics in the structure in IEEE 830. So, it can be said that minimal number for each structure in SRS is 23 and the standard shall be followed by any SRS.

\[ S = \left( \frac{\sum M_t + A_t}{C_t + \sum A_t} \right) \times 100\% \] (5)

b. Correctness

The proposed measurement of correctness of functional requirement (6). \(U\) represents the degree of correctness of all function in functional requirement, \(P_t\) represent the total of mean point and \(F_t\) represent a total number of functions in functional requirement. The sum of the assigned satisfactory of each function in functional requirement is collected and divided by total number of function in functional requirement to gain a mean value.

\[ U = \left( \frac{\sum P_t}{\sum F_t} \right) \times 100\% \] (6)

c. Preciseness

The proposed measurement of preciseness of functional requirement (7). \(P\) represent the preciseness of all functional requirement, \(D_t\) represent the existent of data type, \(V_w\) represent the existent of vague value, \(C_t\) represent constant of 2 and \(F_t\) represent total number of function in functional requirement. For each of the assessed function, the value for
each of the function is based on the presentable of the data type and vague word. The sum of all function will be divided with the sum of total function plus the sum of detected vague word to gather the mean value.

\[ P = \left( \frac{\sum D_t + \sum W_t}{\sum F_t} \right) \times 100\% \]  

(7)

d. Consistency

The proposed measurement of consistency of functional requirement (8), \( T \) represent consistency, \( B_t \) represent the total number of consistent function and \( F_t \) represent the total number of functional requirement available. The mean is calculated to measure the degree of consistency of the functional requirement. To measure the mean, the total number of functions that are consistent divided with the total number of functions in functional requirement.

\[ T = \left( \frac{\sum B_t}{\sum F_t} \right) \times 100\% \]  

(8)

e. Overall Quality

Overall quality of SRS is measured based on the result from structural and functional requirement. The proposed measurement to measure the SRS is presented in (9). For the overall quality, \( S \) represent the overall consistency, \( U \) represent the overall correctness, \( P \) represent the overall preciseness and \( T \) represent the overall consistency.

\[ \text{Overall Quality} = \frac{S+U+P+T}{4} \]  

(9)

IV. FRAMEWORK EVALUATION

In the previous section, the rule and equation to measure the structure and functional requirement are proposed and will be used to justified the proposed rule and equation based on the proposed framework.

For the proposed rule of each quality properties, condition statements are specified.

Figure 2 show the conditional statements for each of the quality properties. The condition for each of the statements is when all the rules are followed.

To further justify the proposed framework, a simple case study is used by taking a SRS as a case study. The structure and functional requirement are extracted from the tested SRS. An example of the structure to be assessed is presented in Table 3.

To determine complete topics, the proposed rules and equations will be applied to Table 3. The first topic Introduction is identified by applying a similarity semantic technique to each topic in the knowledge repository; contains number of similar and synonym topic which include 23 numbers of topics from IEEE 830 table of content. Then, each topic is compared with topics within IEEE 830 table of content. As for unmatched topic, a similarity semantic technique is applied to ensure possible difference sentences from the same meaning with the topics in IEEE 830 table of content. If it unmatched with any topics in knowledge repository; it reconsidered as an additional topic.

The Table 3 identification result in 18 matched topics and 3 unmatched found. The proposed technique applied to each topic and in results, being able to find similar and synonym topics. Out of 18 matched topics, 3 topics found as synonym topics with the topics in IEEE 830 table of content. Those topics namely Data acquisition module is equal to Logical database requirements, User interface is equal to External interfaces and Implementation priorities is equal to Design constraints.

For the measurement, the proposed equations for the completeness properties applied.

\[ S = \left( \frac{18 + 3}{23 + 3} \right) \times 100\% \]

\[ S = 81\% \]  

(10)

The outcome of (10) shows unfulfilled numbers of topics from IEEE 830 table of content. Result shows 5 numbers of topics are short from 23 numbers of standard topics from
IEEE 830 table of content. It caused the structure incomplete due to unfulfilled minimal standard as mentioned in IEEE 830 numbers.

For the functional requirement, properties of correctness, preciseness and consistency applied. Rules and equations are proposed. To justify its significant to the proposed framework, sample of functional requirement is extracted from the similar case study.

Table 4
List of function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[F1]</td>
<td>The user should be able to calculate the percentage of the car movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F2]</td>
<td>The admin should be able to adjust the car movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F3]</td>
<td>The user should be able to view almost all of the car movement data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To ensure correctness of function, rules and equations will be applied. Each sample function in Table 4 is assigned with level of satisfaction. The measurement will be based on the level of satisfaction as presented in Table 5.

Table 5
Function satisfaction level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Undecided</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[F1]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F2]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F3]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 5, measurement will be calculated as each satisfaction level for each function chosen and based on the assigned metric for the satisfaction level namely [F1] is equal to 1, [F2] is equal to 1 and [F3] is equal to 0.5. The measurement for proposed equation of correctness properties applied.

\[ U = \left( \frac{1+1+0.5}{3} \right) \times 100\% \]
\[ U = 83\% \] (11)

The result of (11), shown the percentage of correctness based on the chosen satisfaction level. As for the preciseness property, the proposed rules and equation for it are applied to the sample in Table 4. The sentences in functions are chunk. Each word in sentences is compared to data type knowledge based. The possible word that contribute toward identification of the data type will be highlighted and remarked as found. The next stage is to identify the possible vague word in the function. If it is found it will be remarked as found and highlighted. The same example for the functional requirement, applied toward proposed rules and equation and resulting the identification of possible data type and vague word as tabulated in Table 6.

Table 6
Result identified vague word and data type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Vague Word</th>
<th>Identify Word</th>
<th>Data type Possible Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[F1]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>double, float, integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F2]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>adjust</td>
<td>double, float, integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F3]</td>
<td>almost</td>
<td>view</td>
<td>varchar, string</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 6, vague word is identified in [F3] and word *almost* is ambiguous to be used in sentences. The usage may impact the sentence preciseness. For the identification of data type, the possible words that are used to represent the data type is listed in Table 6 and each identified words are listed with the suggested possible data types. For the measurement of preciseness property of functional requirement, the proposed equation applied.

\[ P = \left( \frac{1+1+1+0}{4} \right) \times 100\% \]
\[ P = 83\% \] (12)

The result of measurement (12), show [F3] is not precise as vague word exist in [F3]. Each of possible vague word found will be highlighted. The proposed rules and equation also applied for consistency properties to sample of function (Table 4). By using the same example, sentences in the function undergo chunking process and analyzed to identify the role of each function. The semantic similarity technique is used to identify the possible stakeholder will be highlighted and remark as found.

Table 7
Result identified role and stakeholder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[F1]</td>
<td>calculate percentage car movement</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F2]</td>
<td>adjust the car movement</td>
<td>Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[F3]</td>
<td>view almost all car movement data</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 7, each possible stakeholder and role of the functions is identified. Results shown consistency in term of the role where there are no roles conflict in each function even though [F1] and [F3] share the same stakeholder. The proposed equation is used to measure the consistency property of the functional requirement the proposed equation applied.

\[ T = \left( \frac{4}{4} \right) \times 100\% \]
\[ T = 100\% \] (13)

Result from the measurement (13) shows no conflict in term of the role of the stakeholder even though there is function sharing the same stakeholder.

Overall, SRS qualities can be calculated as the measurement to measure the structure and functional requirement. The proposed equation for the overall quality applied.

\[ \text{Overall Quality} = \frac{0.1+0.3+0.3+1.00}{4} \]
\[ \text{Overall Quality} = 87\% \] (14)

Result from the measurement (14), show the SRS’s overall quality. The percentage of the measurement can be increase as the standard structure of IEEE 830 table of content. Aside from that, function [F3] should be address with the stakeholder’s member before proceeding to next development phase.

V. CONCLUSION

In this research, rules and measurements are proposed to assess the structural and the functional requirement in SRS. The proposed framework shows the data flow and how the structure and functional requirement are measured.

There are four quality properties been assessed:
completeness, consistency, correctness and preciseness. The SRS’s structure is used to assess the completeness properties. As for the functional requirement, it is used to assess the consistency, correctness and preciseness properties.

Many rules had been proposed for each quality and each rule will be a base for proposed measurement of corresponding quality.

The research’s idea is to come out with a quantitative measurement by converting the qualitative data in order to measure the degree of SRS quality.
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